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Amazon ML Summer School to impart core Machine Learning skills making students industry ready for careers in ML

Bangalore, June 13, 2021: Amazon India today announced the launch of ML Summer School – an integrated learning experience
for students to learn applied Machine Learning (ML) skills, making them industry ready for careers in ML. This program has been
introduced to help train students in ML and address the growing demand for talent with this skillset across various industries. The
curriculum of ML Summer School will cover the fundamental concepts in ML while linking them to prac cal industry applica ons
through an immersive 3-day course. Students will get to learn first-hand on how advanced ML techniques such as Deep Learning
and Probabilis c Graphical  Models can be leveraged to solve specific business problems in the e-commerce domain such as
demand forecas ng, catalogue quality, product recommenda ons, search ranking and online adver sing.

A  batch  of  students  from select  tech  campuses  in  India  will  be  presented  with  the  opportunity  to  engage  through  virtual
classroom tutorials followed by interac ve Q&A sessions with scien sts at Amazon. For students with prior exposure to certain
areas of ML, the program can act as a refresher course, while addi onally providing a prac cal perspec ve on ML applica ons in
industry. Par cipants of ML Summer School will be iden fied through an online assessment.  They will also have access to the
Amazon Research Days (ARD) conference where they can learn about technology trends in industry through presenta ons from
renowned ML leaders around the world.

Rajeev Rastogi, VP - India Machine Learning at Amazon says, “With the pace of advancements in ML, we are proac vely helping
students to learn about the latest trends in the field of ML and apply them to solve real-world problems. As a first step in this
extensive  science  talent  development  journey,  we  have  started  with  ML  Summer  School  where  we  have  collaborated  with
universi es to provide hands-on learning experiences to students who are passionate to learn more about ML applica ons in
industry. Our aim is to prepare students for science roles - this will help to reduce the gap between the growing demand for ML
roles across companies and the talent pool with applied ML skills.”

ML Summer School is open to  engineering students in their pre-final/final year of Bachelors, Masters or PhD studies across select
tech campuses in 2021, including: Indian Ins tutes of Technology (IIT) Bombay, IIT Madras, IIT Kharagpur, IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur,
Indian  Ins tute  of  Science  (IISc),  IIT  Banaras  Hindu University  (BHU),  Interna onal  Ins tute  of  Informa on Technology  (IIIT)
Hyderabad,  IIIT  Bangalore,  Indraprastha  Ins tute  of  Informa on  Technology  Delhi,  Birla  Ins tute  of  Technology  (BITS),  IIT
Hyderabad,  IIT  Indian  School  of  Mines  (ISM)  Dhanbad,  IIT  Roorkee,  IIT  Guwaha ,  Na onal  Ins tute  of  Technology  (NIT)
Tiruchirappalli, NIT Surathkal, NIT Warangal, Anna University and Delhi Technological University (DTU).

For enrolment and further details on ML Summer School, please visit h ps://amazonmlsummerschoolindia.splashthat.com/

About Amazon.in
The  Amazon.in  marketplace  is  operated  by  Amazon  Seller  Services  Private  Ltd,  an  affiliate  of  Amazon.com,  Inc.  (NASDAQ:
AMZN).  Amazon.in  seeks  to  build  the  most  customer-centric  online  des na on for  customers  to  find and discover  virtually
anything they want to buy online by giving them more of what they want – vast selec on, low prices, fast and reliable delivery,
and a trusted and convenient experience; and provide sellers with a world-class e-commerce marketplace. For more informa on,
visit www.amazon.in/aboutus
For news on Amazon, follow www.twi er.com/AmazonNews_IN

About Amazon
Amazon is guided by four principles: customer obsession rather than compe tor focus, passion for inven on, commitment to
opera onal  excellence,  and  long-term  thinking.  Customer  reviews,  1-Click  shopping,  personalized  recommenda ons,  Prime,
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Fulfillment by Amazon, AWS, Kindle Direct Publishing, Kindle,  Fire tablets,  Fire TV, Amazon Echo, and Alexa are some of the
products and services pioneered by Amazon. For more informa on, visitamazon.com/about and follow@AmazonNews.
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